Virgo (Aug. 22-Sep 22)

Creativity is like a fireworks display that commands attention. Your words and ideas have the power to overwhelm your audience. Stop talking and let your message do the talking. You're especially tenacious if you feel in your element. Nevertheless, you have plenty to say and you can even tell all your secrets to the rest of the world. Nevertheless, you're longing to connect with a family member or someone from your past. Although you might be known for your resistance, you can be totally tongue-tied when sharing what's on your mind. In the 7th House of Companions, you're reluctantly dragged into the spotlight. When push comes to shove, you might still be holding a few tricks up your sleeve, you're on the precipice of setting the world on fire with passion.

Dostum’s Bodyguards Come Under Attack

JAWZJAN - First Vice President Gen. Abdul Rashid Dostum’s bodyguards, travelling in a convoy of vehicles, were attacked by an unknown gunman in Jawzjan province, on Wednesday, officials said.

Abdul Karim, the district chief of Talas News told Talas News, gunman kidnaped Malak Alia Khan and her young son on their way to work in Ruraloud District of Urozgan, and in the jurisdiction of capsulated, Paktia, Dehsamkani District of Paktia, were killed by the ministry, the operations across in five prov.

KABUL - 21 insurgents have been killed in newest military operations across in five prov. The Ministry of Defense announced on Wednesday. According to a statement issued by the ministry, the operations were carried out in Samakar District of Pulhak, Arman District of Farah, Narawan District of Urozgan, Nawa District of Helmand and in the jurisdiction of capital Kabul in past 24 hours. 21 militians were killed. 17 wounded and one arrested during those operations, the statement added. A weapons depot and 10 motorcycles belonging to the rebels were also seized during those operations.

The statement further states that free soldiers from Afghan National Army also embraced martyrdom due to insurgent fire and landmines explosion in past 24 hours. 12 wounded and one arrested during those operations, the statement added. A weapons depot and 10 motorcycles belonging to the rebels were also seized during those operations.

Tender Notification call for expression of interest:

GIZ Office in Kabul now invites experienced and financial solvent Bidders for Production of 8 (eight) videos (two per each / subject 1 each for grade 7 - 9, each for grade 10 to 12) on model lessons in mathematics, chemistry, biology and physics on a student centered teaching methodology in Mazar to submit their expression of interest letter to participate in the bidding process.

Note: the production company bidding for the project must have a proven record for producing such instructional videos. Companies who cannot provide reference material cannot be considered in the bidding process.

To claim the tender documents for the bidding process, please send your letter of interest to motala.sekandi@giz.de by 20.07.2015.

Outlook Horoscope

Aries (Mar. 21-Apr.20)

Expressing yourself honestly gives more freedom and it helps you when you’re confront this about protecting someone else’s feelings. You’re hearing the word today: your creativity is like a fireworks display that commands attention. You’re waiting for this moment and you want to put on a show that everyone will remember.

Taurus (Apr. 21-May 20)

Taking a spontaneous journey with a local tour operator requires careful planning as you balance your personal desires with professional obligations. Nevertheless, you’re longing to connect with a family member or someone from your past. The current planetary emphasis on your 4th House makes it a perfect time to share childhood memories, revisit old haunts and celebrate nostalgia.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Although you might be known for your gift of gab, you can take it to a whole new level now when Aquarius Mercury enters your 3rd House of Communication. You can strike up a conversation with nearly anyone today, but your enthusiasm may be overwhelming to your audience. Step talking to be more aware of how to let others respond and share four stories as well.

Cancer (June 21-July 20)

You could surprise yourself with your creativity today. Your outer world is in sync with your inner world. Your words have the power to overwhelm your audience. Sharing your story is the best way to show how much you can do as a great artist. You're feeling a bit indecisive today in any way. If someone so much as looks cross-eyed at you, you might even put on a show of loyalty.

Leo (July 21-Aug. 21)

You’re bursting at the seams today; your creativity is like a fireworks display that commands attention. You’re especially tenacious if you feel in your element. Nevertheless, you have plenty to say and you can even tell all your secrets to the rest of the world. Nevertheless, you’re longing to connect with a family member or someone from your past. Although you might be known for your resistance, you can be totally tongue-tied when sharing what’s on your mind. In the 7th House of Companions, you’re reluctantly dragged into the spotlight. When push comes to shove, you might still be holding a few tricks up your sleeve, you’re on the precipice of setting the world on fire with passion.

Virgo (Aug. 22-Sep 22)